ABSTRACT

This thesis is written so that the reader will know more about one of D.H Lawrence's woman character, Connie Chatterley, in one of his novels *Lady Chatterley's Lover*. Even though she lived in the early part of the twentieth century, she represented the modern women in the modern era. Connie survived from her boring and depressed life, because she struggle and always try to find her happiness, even though she had to give up her marriage life. As Connie could not find true happiness with her husband, Clifford, because Clifford is paralyzed and he could not give her a child. She then turned to two other men, Michaelis and Mellors, and looked for happiness by having sexual intercourse with the two men. Connie finally found her happiness with Mellors, a man whom she really loved and she was blessed with a baby with him.
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